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Abstract
Was defined reconnection rate of solar flares observed with the SOHO
Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI). Measured physical parameters of 15 flares,
such as the temporal scale, size and magnetic flux density. Estimated
reconnection inflow velocity, coronal Alfven velocity, and reconnection rate
using the observed values.
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I.

Introduction

In the energy release process in solar flares, magnetic reconnection is
generally considered to play a key role. The reconnection rate is an important
quantity, because it puts critical restrictions on the reconnection model. It is defined
as M A ≡ Vin / VA in nondimensional form, where Vin is the velocity of the
reconnection inflow and VA is the Alfven velocity. It gives the normalized value of
the reconnected flux per unit time. In spite of its importance, what determines the
reconnection rate in flares is still a question [1].
In spite of its importance, what determines the reconnection rate in flares is
still a question. In the steady reconnection model of Sweet [6] and Parker [3], the
reconnection rate is M A = (Rem )−1/2 , where Re m = (VA L / η ) is the magnetic Reynolds
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number defined with the Alfven velocity, and η is the magnetic diffusivity,
T
η ~ 104 ( 6 ) −3/2 cm 2 s −1 . In the solar corona, if the resistivity is attributed to
10 K
Coulomb collisions [5], the typical value of Re m is Rem ~ 1014 , which means that

M A ~ 10−7 and the estimated timescale of the flare is about 1 yr. This is, of course,
too slow to explain flares whose timescales are about 102 − 103 s . On the other hand,
Petschek [4] pointed out that the previous model lacks the effects of waves and
suggested his model with M A < π / [8ln(8 Re m )] . The special feature of this model is
%
that M A has a weak dependence on Re m . In this model M A < 10−2 when Rem ~ 1014 ,
%
and the estimated timescale is consistent with the observed value [2].

II.

Data analysis
The amount of energy released during a flare [1], E flare , can be explained by

the magnetic energy stored in the solar atmosphere,
B2
E flare ~ Emag = cor L3
8π
(1)
where L is the characteristic size of the flare and Bcor is the characteristic magnetic
flux density in the corona. Since the released magnetic energy balances the energy
flowing into the reconnection region, we can describe the energy release rate as
dEmag
B2
~ 2 cor Vin L2
dt
4π
(2)

where Vin is the inflow velocity of the plasma. Therefore, the time required for the
energy inflow to supply the flare energy is estimated as
dE
L
τ flare ~ E flare ( mag ) −1 ~
dt
4Vin
(3)
and this should be the timescale of the flare. Using this timescale, we can estimate the
inflow velocity Vin as
L
Vin ~
4τ flare

(4)
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To evvaluate the reconnectioon rate in nnondimensiional form, M A ≡

Vin
, we
VA

Bcor
. Hence, iff we
(4πρ )1/22
meeasure the ccoronal dennsity ρ , thee spatial scale of the fflare L , thee magnetic flux
deensity in thee corona Bcoor , and the timescale of flares τ flarre , we can ccalculate infflow
muust estimatee the Alfvenn velocity inn the inflow
w region: VA =

veelocity Vin , A
Alfven veloocity VA , andd reconnectiion rate M A .

IIII.

Resu
ults

Using the above described method, we
w analyzedd 15 flares that have bbeen
reggistered in 2011-2012 years. Exaamined the dependence of the reconnection rate
froom GOES class
c
of solar flares. Fiigure 1 show
ws the depenndence of thhe reconnecction
ratte from GOES class.
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Figg. 1. Reconnection rate M A plotted againnst the GOES class of each flare

IV
V.

Concclusion

The vaalues of recconnection rrate are disttributed in tthe range frrom 10−4 − 10
1 −3 .
Heere, the valuue of the recconnection rrate decreases as the GO
OES class inncreases. Thhe
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value of the reconnection rate obtained in this study is within 1 order of magnitude
from the predicted maximum value of the Petschek model.
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